Short-long sequences prior to ventricular tachycardia onset: analysis of VAST trial electrograms.
The recently published Ventricular Arrhythmia Suppression Trial (VAST) found no effect of rate-smoothing (RS) algorithm on frequency of ventricular tachycardia (VT) episodes in patients with implantable defibrillator. A similar recent trial reported an opposite result. In order to determine possible reasons for the discrepancy between the trials and achieve better understanding of events preceding VT onset, we analyzed stored device electrograms preceding 162 VT episodes from 50 VAST trial patients with dual-chamber devices. In this analysis, short-long sequences were more common prior to polymorphic VTs than before monomorphic VTs. The proportion of VT episodes preceded by short-long sequences was lower during randomization to RS ON (5.3% vs 31.3%, P < 0.001). For patients with multiple episodes of monomorphic VT, there was higher interpatient than intrapatient variability in preceding RR intervals. When adjusting for this similarity of RR interval sequences preceding VT onset in individual patients, the difference in proportion short-long sequences between RS ON and RS OFF programming was no longer significant. Episodes of VT were preceded by stereotypic, patient-specific sequences of RR intervals in several VAST trial patients. RS reduced the percentage of VTs preceded by short-long sequences, but did not change overall VT incidence.